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Blackberry has always surprised its customers with power packed features that is difficult to find in
any other smart phones. Blackberry has established itself as a company that is synonymous to style
and elegance. One thing that keeps Blackberry class apart from other smart phone is truly its
operating system. Backed with flawless performance Blackberry has always something new to offer.
BlackBerry storm2 is the upgraded version of the previous BlackBerry storm1.

It is actually meant for the business professionals. It has been designed in a manner so as to satisfy
the needs of the users. It is a 3G smartphone that provides different connectivity for global
communications. For high tech mobile users this model from Black Berry is just ideal. It is popularly
known as the Black Berry 9550 and is meant for the modern cell users. It is a perfect gadget for
business professionals and entrepreneurs for managing their daily schedules and business
meetings. This phone is not only popular for its technology and various inbuilt features but also
known for its stylist looks.

With the advent of technology the mobile phones have seen a storm of revolution and these are
gadgets after gadgets in the market boasting of their wonder tools. Black Berry Storm 2 as the name
suggest is just one another such example. Mobile phones are nowadays not meant for just
communicating with people but it has lot to offer to its users. It is a mini PC that is able to do
anything. From communication to gaming, photography to music, managing appointments to text
messaging, name a thing and it there right in front of you in your hands. You just need to scroll and
push some feather like buttons rest everything is being taken care of.

This latest model from BlackBerry supports various types of connectivity like HSDPA, Wi-Fi,
Bluetooth, USB port, GPRS and EDGE. The operating system is the OS 5.1. Presence of these
features enables quick access of data. The present generation is always busy communicating
through social sites. Transfer of images, videos and other data requires speed and fast accessibility.
Black berry has kept that in mind and hence packed this model with all those latest features. The
presence of QWERTY keypad has made messaging through e-mail and SMS very easy.

Also browsing of web can be easily done through this keypad. Presence of 3.2 megapixels has
made this phone even more versatile. Now, you can click high quality images and capture videos of
high standard. The Blackberry storm2 possess storage capacity of 128MB in flash memory and 1GB
on board memory. If you wish to enhance the existing storage capacity you can do so easily by
adding a micro SD card of 8GB capacity. The price of the Blackberry storm2 9550 in the Indian
market is ranges from Rs 16,599 to Rs 19,990
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